This paper develops a theory of crossed products and inner (weak) actions of arbitrary Hopf algebras on noncommutative algebras. The theory covers the usual examples of inner automorphisms and derivations, and in addition is general enough to include "inner" group gradings of algebras.
Introduction.
The purpose of this paper is to begin to lay the foundations of a general theory of actions of Hopf algebras on noncommutative algebras. The importance of such a theory derives from three special cases in which the Hopf algebra is a group algebra, an enveloping algebra of a Lie algebra, or the dual of a group algebra. These cases show that the theory encompasses the study of actions of groups as automorphisms of algebras, the study of actions of Lie algebras as derivations of algebras, and the study of group graded rings, respectively. Each of these areas of study have been quite active lately (see [16, 9, 5] ).
A fundamental concept in the first two cases has been the notion of inner action. One of the major purposes of this paper is to study inner actions of Hopf algebras; as a new example, we will investigate what is meant by an inner grading. Another important concept in the first two cases is that of a semidirect product (smash product): for group actions we have skew group rings and for Lie algebra actions we have differential polynomial rings. This notion is also defined for Hopf algebra actions. More generally one can consider crossed products A ffa H of an algebra A with a Hopf algebra H, where the multiplication of the copy of H in A ffa H is twisted by a cocycle o, and their study is the other major purpose of this paper. It turns out that these two concepts (inner actions and crossed products) are closely interrelated.
Now inner actions and crossed products of Hopf algebras were both studied by Sweedler [24] in the context of the cohomology theory of Hopf algebras. The present paper owes a great debt to Sweedler's work, especially in § §1 and 4. However, his set-up was restricted at crucial places to the situation where H is a cocommutative Hopf algebra and A is an abelian //"-module algebra. This is inadequate for our purposes, as we now show.
Let G be a group, N a normal subgroup, and k a field. We would like things to be formulated in a general enough way that we can write kG in the form kN #CT k\G/N\. Here k[G/N\ is our Hopf algebra, kN is the algebra on which it acts, and a is a suitable cocycle. This general crossed product is already an object of study in ring theory [12, 18] and has proved useful in studying group rings [14] . It is constructed as follows:
For each x € G = G/N, choose a coset representative ^(x) e x. For convenience choose 'y(l) = 1. Extending 7 linearly to kG we see that -7 linearly splits the exact sequence kG -► kG -> 0. Although 7 is not an algebra homomorphism, it is a coalgebra homomorphism.
Clearly we have kG = kN^(G).
Representing the elements of kG as linear combinations of elements of the form n^(x), n G N, x E G, we see that they multiply as in a "classical" crossed product:
(n-7(x))(m-y(y)) = n(7(x)m-y(x)-1)(T/(x)7(y)'y(xj/)-1)7(xy) = n(x ■ m)a(x,y)i(xy), where x ■ m = (ad^(x))m and cr(x,y) = '/(x)'y(y)7(äy)_1.
Since N is normal in G, kN is stable under this action of G and o has values in N.
Extended linearly, this is the multiplication of kN #CT kG.
Unlike the classical situation, kN is not a G-module in general, kN is not commutative, and the values of a do not necessarily lie in the center of N. Instead, G is mapped into Ant(kN) nonhomomorphically (we say G acts weakly on kN) and the cocycle a satisfies a "twisted module" condition: kN is a G-module.
Thus our general set-up must involve "weak" actions of H on a noncocommutative A (that is, A satisfies all the conditions for being an Jï-module algebra except for being an if-module) and cocycles a which take noncommuting values. In addition, in order that the theory be applicable to group gradings, H must be allowed to be noncommutative.
One feature of our approach to inner weak actions already appears in Sweedler: It does not seem to be possible (or desirable) to define what it means for an element of a Hopf algebra to act in an inner fashion, as can be done in the cases of inner automorphisms and inner derivations; instead, it is necessary to speak of inner actions of Hopf subalgebras.
We shall see this clearly in our example of inner gradings.
This paper is organized as follows: in §1, we introduce the basic definitions of weak actions, inner (weak) actions, strongly inner actions, and outer actions, with a number of examples. In §2, we replace actions by coactions and consider the definitions corresponding to those in §1. §3 consists of two examples studied in more depth: inner and outer group gradings, and the semicenter of a Hopf algebra.
In §4 we introduce crossed products A #CT H. The main result of this section (and perhaps the main result of this paper) is Theorem 4.14 in which it is shown that if H -y H -> 0 is an exact sequence of Hopf algebras with coalgebra splitting, then H ~ A #CT H, where A is the left Hopf kernel of 7r and a is a suitable cocycle.
§5 investigates the interrelationship between inner actions and crossed products: if H is inner on A, we see that any crossed product A ffa H is isomorphic to a twisted product AT [H] with trivial action; moreover when also a is trivial, A # H = A® H ii and only if the action of H is strongly inner. We then consider various natural actions of H or H° on A # H, or H° # H, and determine conditions under which they are inner or outer. In particular it is shown that the RL-condition of Blattner and Montgomery [2] can be reformulated in terms of whether a certain action is inner. Much of the work in this section can be best viewed in terms of nonabelian cohomology of Hopf algebras; however this will be discussed in a subsequent paper.
Finally in §6 we consider Maschke-type theorems for Hopf algebras. In particular, we apply one of the results of §5 to prove that if if is a finite-dimensional semisimple Hopf algebra actng on a semiprime ring A, such that the action is inner, then A# H is semiprime. The general question, if H is not inner, remains open.
Throughout we shall follow the notation and conventions of Sweedler's book [25] . In particular, if H is a Hopf algebra, A will denote its comultiplication and £ its counit. H° -{/ G H* : / vanishes on an ideal of finite codimension} is also a Hopf algebra [25, Chapter VI] . Consistent use will be made of "sigma notation" (see [25, §1.2] ). The letter k will denote a field. If V and W are fc-vector spaces, Homfe(Vr, W) will denote the space of fc-linear maps from V to W and Endfc V will denote Homk(V,V). All algebras over k will have a unit 1. If A and B are fcalgebras, then Alg(A, B) will denote the space of morphisms of algebras with 1 from A to B. The space of isomorphisms in Alg(A, A) will be denoted by Aut A, while the space of fc-linear derivations of A will be denoted by Der/c A. The spaces of inner automorphisms and inner derivations of A will be denoted by Int A and Int-Der/t A, respectively.
If C is a coalgebra with counit and A is an algebra, then Homk(C,A) becomes an algebra under convolution [25, pp. 69-70] . If A is an algebra and H a Hopf algebra, we can define a map i: A® H -> Homk(H°, A), by i(b ® h)(g) = (g, h)b for all b € A, h e H, and g G H°. We give Homfc(//°,A) the finite discrete topology. We leave it to the reader to verify that Homk(H°,A) is a complete topological algebra under convolution, that i(A®H) is dense in Homk(H°,A), and that t e Alg(A g H, Homk(H°, A)).
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Inner actions.
In this section we discuss some basic notions: weak actions, inner actions, strongly inner actions, and outer actions.
The definition of an inner action of a Hopf algebra H on an algebra A appears in Sweedler's paper [24] . For the applications we treat in §4, we must generalize his notion somewhat: our weak actions need not turn A into an //-module. DEFINITION 1.1. Let H be a Hopf algebra and A an algebra. By a weak action of H on A we mean a bilinear map (h,a) -» h ■ a of H x A -» A such that, for he H,a,beA,
1 ■ a = a.
By an action oî H on A we mean a weak action such that (4) h ■ (I ■ a) -hi ■ a for h,l G //, a G A.
Conditions (1) and (2) h-a = ^u(/i(i))au"1(/i(2)), (h) where u~x is the convolution inverse of u. We say that u implements the weak action.
We shall give some standard examples of these notions in a minute. But first we introduce an object that will occur again and again in this paper, and we prove a lemma. DEFINITION 1.3. Let u be invertible in Homk(H,A). Then the bilinear map t : H x H -* A is defined by
LEMMA 1.4. Let u be invertible in Yiomk(H, A) and set h-a = y^u(h(f))au~x (h(2f) (h) for h G H, a G A. Then u(l) is invertible in A and u(l)-1 = u~x(l). Moreover, a necessary and sufficient condition that (h,a) »-> h ■ a be a weak action is that u(l) G Z(A), in which case we have an action if and only ift(H x //) Ç Z(A).
PROOF. Conditions (1) and (2) of Definition 1.1 are automatically satisfied for any invertible u G Romk(H, A). Indeed,
and hl = ^u(/i(i))u-1(/i(2)) = e(h)l.
Clearly, u(l)u~x(l) = u~x(l)u(l) = e(l)l = 1 so that u(l) is invertible and u'x(l) = u(l)~x. Now 1 • a = u(l)au~x(l) so that (1 • a)u(l) = u(l)a for all a G A. Thus u(l) G Z(A) if and only if 1 ■ a -a for all a G A, which is condition (3) . Let h,lGH,aGA. Then
Thus condition (4) holds if and only if
commutes with all a G A for all h, l G H. O
We now turn to our examples. EXAMPLE 1.5. The trivial action oî H on A is given by h ■ a -£(h)a for h G H, a G A. The trivial action is always inner: set u(h) = e(/i)l G A for h G H. Conversely, if A is any commutative algebra, then any inner weak action of H on A is trivial. D EXAMPLE 1.6. Let G be a group and A an algebra, and set H = kG. Since We require one more technical lemma. The proof is easy and is the same as in Sweedler [24] ; hence we omit it. LEMMA 1.14. Let (h,a) i-> ha be a weak action of H on A. Then the following are equivalent:
(1) the weak action is inner, (2) there exists an invertible u G i\omk(H, A) such that Then u is convolution invertible in Homfc(//, A), u~x = u o S (so in particular u~x is an algebra antihomomorphism), and the weak action implemented by u is in fact an action.
PROOF. Since u is an algebra homomorphism and since S is defined as the convolution inverse of id# in Endfc //, it follows that uoS is the convolution inverse of u in Homk(H, A). We compute, as in (1.4),
Thus our weak action is an action. D We return to Examples (1.5)-(1.9). The trivial action, the adjoint action, and the action of (1.9) are all strongly inner. In (1.6), if a(G) Ç Int A, the corresponding weak action of kG is strongly inner precisely if it can be implemented by a u which is (the linear extension of) a homomorphism of G into the group of invertible elements of A.
Suppose the weak action in (1.7) of U(L) on A is strongly inner. It is then an action, whence 6 is a Lie algebra homomorphism of L into Derfc A. The action may be implemented by some u G Alg({7(L), A). Then u\ ¿ is a Lie algebra homomorphism of L into A (under commutation).
Conversely, suppose u: L -► A is a Lie algebra homomorphism.
Then the extension of u to U(L) given in (1.7) belongs to Alg(i/(L), A). Defining 6(x)a = [u(x),a], x G L, a G A, we see that 6 is a Lie homomorphism of L into Derfc A. So extending 6 to U(L) as in the first paragraph of (1.7), we see that the action of U(L) on A corresponding to 6 is strongly inner. Note that the extensions of u and 6 to U(L) are basis independent in this case, unlike in the more general situation of (1.7).
It is easy to give examples of inner actions which are not strongly inner. EXAMPLE 1.17. Let A = C2 (k), the Clifford algebra over a field fc of characteristic not 2 generated by 1 and by ei, e2 such that e\ = e2 = -1 and eie2 + e2ei = 0. Let Z2 = {l,x} act as automorphisms of A via x ■ a --e2ae2, a G A. The action of fcZ2 so determined is inner: set u(l) = 1, u(x) = e2. If the action were strongly inner, then u would be equivalent to an algebra homomorphism v, so v( 
CO
so it suffices to check that d> is a homomorphism: In Example 1.6, a weak action of H = kG on A is outer if and only if G ^ {1} and the only subgroup of G contained in a_1(Int A) is {1}. This is simply because the Hopf subalgebras of kG are just the fcGi for Gi a subgroup of G. If the weak action of H on A is an action, then a is a homomorphism of G into Aut A and so the action is outer if and only if a_1(Int A) = {1}, and we recover the normal notion of outer group action.
In Example 1.7, the situation is trickier in general. So we restrict attention to an action of H = U(L) on A with L ^ {0}, and suppose that charfc = 0. Then the action is outer if and only if no nonzero Lie subalgebra Lf of L acts as inner derivations of A. In fact, in characteristic zero, the Hopf subalgebras of U(L) are just the U(Lf) for Lf a Lie subalgebra of L. Suppose that the action of H restricted to U(Lf) is inner. Then we already know that Lf acts by inner derivations. Conversely, if the action of H restricted to Lf is by inner derivations, then the construction of it G Homk(U(Lf), A) of paragraph two of Example 1.7 shows that the action of H restricted to U(Lf) is inner. The situation for a weak action of H on A is unclear, even in characteristic zero.
Let A be an //-module algebra. Recall [25] show that d> is an i/°-module morphism. In fact,
Coactions. In this section we consider weak, inner, strongly inner, and outer coactions of a Hopf algebra H on A, and relate these notions to the corresponding notions of §1.
Just as a weak action of H on A turns A into an //-module algebra, except for the condition that A be an //-module, so a weak coaction of H on A turns A into an //-comodule algebra, except for the condition that A be an //-comodule. More precisely, we have DEFINITION 2.1. Let H be a Hopf algebra and A an algebra. By a weak coaction oî H on A we mean a linear map p: A -» A gfc H such that, for a,b G A,
(Conditions (1) and (2) merely say p G Alg(A, A g H).) By a coaction of H on A we mean a weak coaction such that
Each of the four conditions of Definition 2.1 is the formal dual of the correspondingly numbered condition of Definition 1.1. The following notions are each formal duals of the corresponding notions for weak actions. DEFINITION 2.2. Let p be a weak coaction of H on A.
(1) p is inner if there exists an invertible s G A g H such that p(a) -s(a®l)s~x for all a G A. We say that s implements p.
(2) p is strongly inner if there exists s as in (1) Of course, H° can be very small (see Lemma 2.7 below). The map i is injective precisely when H° is dense in H* or, equivalently, whenever H is residually finite dimensional (see [2, §1] ). If H is finite dimensional, then i is a bijection. PROPOSITION 2.6. Let p be a weak coaction of H on A, and consider the corresponding weak action of H° on A, as above.
(1) If p is inner, implemented by s G A®H, then the weak action of H° is inner, implemented by s G Homk(H°, A).
(2) If p is strongly inner, implemented by s as in Definition 2.2(2), then s G Alg(//°, A) and so the H° action is strongly inner.
(3) Suppose H is finite dimensional. Then the converse of (1) and (2) hold. Moreover, p is outer if and only if the weak action of H* is outer.
PROOF. (1) By hypothesis, p(a) = s(a g l)s~x and so p(a) = s * (a g 1) * s~x, since i is an algebra homomorphism. In the notation of (1.10), a g 1 = ô, with H°r eplacing H. Thus f ■ a = p(a)(f) = (s * à * s~x)(f) and so the weak //°-action is inner by (1.11).
(2) We must check that s(fg) = s(f)s(g) for all /, g G H° and that s(l) = 1. (1) and (2) PROOF. Let K be a field of cardinality greater than that of fc; if fc is finite, assume K is infinite. Let G = PSL(2,/Í), a simple group, and set H = kG. We claim that H° is trivial. In fact, let / G H° and write A/ = Yljifj ® aj-Then for any h G H, h -' / = £) ■ ™(gj, h)fj so that V = H -* / is a finite dimensional representation space for H and hence for G. Let 7r denote this representation of G on V. Since G is simple, either 7r is faithful or else rr = id. If 7r were faithful it would give us an injection of G into GLfc(V), contradicting our cardinality assumption.
Hence x -■■ / = (ttx)/ = / for all x G G and we have h ->■ / = £(h)f for h G H, and so
Therefore / = (/, l)e for all / G H°, that is, dimfc H° = 1. D EXAMPLE 2.8. Let G be as in Lemma 2.7, set A = H -kG. Then the natural coaction of H on A is outer by Example 2.4, but H° is trivial and hence the corresponding action of H° is inner and not outer. □ EXAMPLE 2.9. We produce a Hopf algebra //, an algebra A, and a coaction of H on A such that the coaction is not outer, but the corresponding i/°-action is outer. Let 1-►AT-^+.F^+G->lbean exact sequence of groups with F free and G as in Lemma 2.7. Let H = kF and A = kN. Our coaction p is given by p: kN ^ kN g fcA id-^a kN g kF. PROOF. Let it: H -► H be a Hopf algebra epimorphism and suppose p -(id g 7f) o p is inner. As in the proof of Proposition 2.6(3), 7r°: (H)° -► H°, where tt0 = É7r| ijj.o, is a Hopf algebra monomorphism, and the weak action of (H)° corresponding to p is just the pullback via 7r° of the weak action of H°c orresponding to p. By Proposition 2.6(1), the weak action of (H)° is inner and so (H)° is trivial. By hypothesis, so is //. D A good class of Hopf algebras to which the lemma applies consists of all H such that every Hopf homomorphic image is residually finite dimensional. If H = kG, this means that every homomorphic image of G should be residually linear over fc. Moreover all U(L), L a finite dimensional Lie algebra over fc, belong to this class, if fc has characteristic zero [23, 7] .
The following remark and example show that finding reasonable conditions on infinite dimensional H such that //°-inner implies H inner is a pretty hopeless task. The corresponding rZ°-action is given by 9-(h*f) = £(<?,h,2))hw #f=(g^h)#f, CO and this is just the strongly inner action of H° on H # H° implemented by u G Uomk(H°,H # H°) defined by u(g) -1 # g as in Example 1.9 (note that the adjoint action of H° on itself is trivial since H° is commutative). Now suppose dimfc H -oo. We then claim p is not inner. If p were inner, then we would have pA Ç A g V for some finite dimensional V. Set / -1 in (2.13) and apply (£# g £ffo ) g id to both sides. We get
for all h G H, a contradiction. D The difficulties appearing in Examples 2.8, 2.9, and 2.12 suggest that the definition of inner and outer coactions are defective and should be changed. When H is residually finite dimensional, there is a reasonable alternative. For in that case Homfc(Z/°, A) is a completion of Ag// via the injection z, and so it is natural to call a weak coaction p: A -► A g H "inner" if it becomes inner in Homk(H°, A), that is, if there exists invertible it G Homk(H°, A) such that i(p(a)) = u*i(ag 1) *u_1. Now ¿(a g 1) = â as in (1.10). In view of (2.5) and (1.11), p "inner" merely says that the weak i/°-action corresponding to p is inner.
The process of completing A g H to E.omk(H°, A) via i is reminiscent of the method used in G*-algebras [22] and in W* -algebras [21] . Note that the unitary coactions of [10] are in fact strongly "inner", where "inner" here means that it is obtained by conjugating the trivial coaction in the authors' closure of A g H. Returning to our situation with H residually finite dimensional, our examples suggest that p should be called "outer" if for any residually finite dimensional Hopf homomorphic image H of //, p "inner" implies H trivial. For with this definition we only consider H such that Homfc((Z/)°, A) is a completion of A g H.
As we will see at the end of the next section, these notions of "inner" and "outer" may be more useful for gradings than the notions of Definition 2.2, which turn out to be extremely restrictive.
Two applications:
graded algebras; semicenters of Hopf algebras. A major application of the notions in §2 is found in the theory of graded algebras.
Let A be a fc-algebra. Recall that A is graded by the group G if A = 2~2x€G ®AX, where each Ax is a fc-subspace of A, and if AxAy ç Axy for all x, y G G. It is not difficult to see that the G-gradings of A are in bijective correspondence with the coactions of kG on A: the coaction p: A -> A gfc kG corresponding to a given grading of A is given by pa = ^2xeG ax g x, where a -YlxeG a* w^^ a* e ^x for x G G [2, Lemma 4.8].
As in §2, it follows that a G-graded algebra A is a (fcG)°-module algebra. The converse is false. If kG is residually finite dimensional (i.e., G is residually linear [23] ), then a (fcG)°-module algebra A is graded in such a way that the coaction p of kG gives rise to the original (fcG)°-action if and only if that action is fcG-locally finite (see [2, Corollary 4.9] ). If G is finite, the (fcG)*-action is given in terms of the grading by (3.1) f-a=YUix)ax xeG for o G A, /G(fcG)*.
In the special case when G is finite abelian of exponent n and fc contains a primitive nth root of 1, then (kG)* is Hopf isomorphic to kG, where G = Hom(G, fcx) is the dual group. Then a G-grading of A coincides with a G action on A: if A G G Ç (kG)*, then A • o is given by (3.1). Conversely, if G acts on A, then the G-grading is given by (3.2) Ax = {a G A: X ■ a = (X,x)a for all A G G}.
We now wish to consider inner gradings. DEFINITION 3.3. A G-grading of A is inner (resp. strongly inner, resp. outer) if the corresponding fcG-coaction is inner (resp. strongly inner, resp. outer) in the sense of Definition 2.2.
Let us clarify the notion of outer grading. If H = kG and if H is a Hopf homomorphic image of //, then H = kG, where G is a homomorphic image of the group G. In fact, if n ://-►// is a Hopf epimorphism, then n maps G into the set of group-like elements of H and is a group homomorphism. Let G = ttG. Clearly, H is spanned by G, and since distinct group-like elements in a Hopf algebra are linearly independent [25, We next consider strongly inner gradings. for all x G G, a G A. In particular Ax = {0} ifTilxT = 0, so that Ax ^ {0} implies that x G TT~1.
Conversely, letT be any finite subset of G and suppose we are given an injective map n-»ej.
of T onto an orthogonal set of nonzero idempotents of A such that 2^x&Tex = 1-Then (3.6) defines a strongly inner G-grading of A.
PROOF. From Definition 2.2(2), there exists an invertible s G A g fcG such that pa = s(a g l)s_1 for all o G A and such that p(s g s) = (id g A)s. Expanding s with respect to the basis G of fcG, we write s = Y1x<et e* ® x, where T is a finite subset of G and ex ^ 0 for x G T. We have 2J exey g x g y = p(s g s) = (id g A)s
x,y€T = £< e^ g x g x.
xëT for x,y G T so that {e set of nonzero idempotents.
Let e = X^xer e invertible, so is e g 1 and hence so is e. Thus e It follows that eTe" It is then easy to check that the {Ax : x G G} form a G-grading of A and that the corresponding maps a *-► ax, x G G, are given by (3.6). Finally, setting s = ¿^,xeTex gz, we see that s~x = £xGTex gx_1, that Y,x&Gax ®x = s(ag l)s_1, and that p(s g s) = (id g A)s, all by direct calculation. G When G is finite, Proposition 3.5 can be proved by noting that a fcG-coaction is just a (fcG)"-action, and that as an algebra (fcG)* is just a direct sum of |G| copies of fc: (fcG)* = ©i6g kpx, where {px : x G G} is the basis dual to {x: x G G}. Thus the {px : x G G} are an orthogonal set of idempotents in (fcG)* and J2xeG px -1-If u G Alg((fcG)*, A), we may set ex = u(px), x G G, and obtain an orthogonal set of idempotents in A summing to 1. By Lemma 1.16, the strongly inner action of (fcG)* implemented by u just gives px ■ a -YlyeGeyaex-1y^ which is (3.6). Conversely, any map x h-> ex, from G to an orthogonal set of idempotents in A summing to 1 gives rise to it G Alg((fcG)*, A) such that ex = u(px), xGG.
Turning to examples, we note that any matrix ring A = Mn(R) can be strongly inner graded by any group G such that |G| > n: just apply Proposition 3.5 to any bijection between a subset T Ç G with |T| = n and the matrix units {e¿¿: i = l,...,n}oíMn(R).
Other examples of our concepts can be obtained from some examples from § §1 and 2 above. Hence the G-grading of fcG is outer if G / {1}.
License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see http://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use Next, consider a twisted group algebra A = kT[G], where r: G x G -> fc is a normalized 2-cocycle. Recall that A has a fc-basis {x: x G G} and that the multiplication in A is given by xy = r(x, y)xy. Again, A is naturally G-graded by letting Ax = fcx, x G G. Unlike the previous case (where r = 1), this grading need not be outer, as we now show: EXAMPLE 3.6. Let A = G2(fc), G = Z2 x Z2, as in Example 1.18, whose notation we use here. Settin Ï = 1, x = ei, y = e2, and xy = eie2 we see that A = fcT[G] for suitable t. Thus A is G-graded. We compute the corresponding G-action and compare it with the G-action described in the earlier example. Let w i-> A™ be the isomorphism of G onto G given by Ax(x) = Xy(y) = -1 and Xx(y) = Xy(x) = 1. Then the definition of the action of G in Example 1.18 comes to x ■ z -Xx(z)z and y ■ z = Xy(z)z for z G G, so that w ■ z = Xw(z)z for z, w G G. But (3.1) says that A ■ z = X(z)z for A G G, z G G. We conclude that w ■ z -Xw ■ z for all z, w G G, that is, w and Xw have the same action on A for all w G G. Now the action of G on A was shown to be inner, but not strongly inner. Therefore the natural G-grading of fcT [G] is inner, but not strongly inner. It is certainly not outer. D
We next consider the relation between G-gradings for G infinite and the corresponding (fcG)°-actions. Examples 2.8 and 2.9 are examples of fcG-coactions and hence of G-gradings, and Example 2.12 becomes a graded ring example by choosing H -fcG, G any infinite group whatsoever. Thus it is possible for a G-grading to be outer but the action of (fcG)0 to be inner, for the (fcG)°-action to be outer but not the G-grading, or for the (fcG)°-action to be inner but not the G-grading. On the positive side, we can combine Lemma 2.10 (and the remarks following it) with Corollary 3.4 to get COROLLARY 3.7. Let G be a group such that every homomorphic image of G is residually k-linear. Let A be a G-graded algebra such that the corresponding (kG)°-action is outer. Then the G-grading is outer.
Finally we note that for any inner G-gradings, only a finite number of components Ax can be nonzero according to Remark 2.11. This is very restrictive indeed. Intuitively the grading of Example 2.12 with H = kG ought always to be an inner grading: for example, if G = Z, then G = fcx, the multiplicative group of nonzero elements of fc, and G acts on A in an inner fashion. When G is such that all homomorphic images are residually fc-linear, the notions of "inner" and "outer" (see end of §2) are probably preferable.
We now turn to our second application. When a Hopf algebra H acts on an algebra A, one can form the subring AH of //-invariants, defined by A" = {aG A: h ■ a = e(h)a,all h G H}.
In the case of automorphisms and derivations, a larger subalgebra of A, called the "semi-invariant" subalgebra has been studied. (1) a G Hx, X G G, if and only if ah = (px(h)a for all h G H. 
(3) a G H£ if and only if ah = (p£(h)a = ha for all fc G // by (1). D We remark that Proposition 3.12 shows that the semicenter S h of H contains the center and not only is graded by G but also is acted upon by G. Also Proposition 3.12(3) answers a question of Nichols [8, p. 45].
When H = U(L), it is known that the semicenter of H is commutative [6, Proposition 4.3.5]. Although false in general for H = kG, it is true whenever fcG is prime. For in that case, the torsion f.c. subgroup A+(G) = 1, and so the f.c. subgroup A(G) is torsion free abelian. If a G (kG)x, then (adx)a = xax~x -X(x)a for all x G G implies that a G fcA; thus any two such semi-invariants commute. Thus we ask: is it always true that the semicenter of a prime cocommutative Hopf algebra is commutative?
If fc is algebraically closed of characteristic 0, recent work of Montgomery and Passman [20] shows that the answer is "yes". That argument used the fact that in this case, H = U(L) * G. In this section we show that any two semi-invariants "almost" commute-that is, they commute up to a central element in a localization of//. LEMMA 3.13. Let H be a prime Hopf algebra. Then the set S of nonzero semi-invariants is a (left) Ore set for H.
PROOF. First, the product of two semi-invariants is a semi-invariant by Lemma 3.9. Second, S consists of non-zero-divisors. For if s G Hx, s ^ 0, but xs = 0, then 0 = xsH = xtpx(H)s = xHs. Since H is prime, x = 0. Similarly sx -0 implies x = 0. Thus S is a multiplicatively closed set of regular elements. Moreover, given any s G S and fc G H, sh -(px(h)s for some A G G; thus the (left) Ore condition is satisfied. D
We may thus form the localization H$ = {s_1fc| fcG//, s G S}.
THEOREM 3.14. Let H be any prime Hopf algebra.
(1) The center Z(H$) = {s~[ s2: there exists X with Si,s2 G Hx, Si ^ 0}. [19, 20] . We note that part (1) of Theorem 3.14 cannot be improved to elements of the form ZfXz2, for zuz2 G Z(H). For, this is false for H = U(L) [6, §4.9.8].
4. Crossed products. We now turn our attention to crossed products, that is, smash products where the multiplication is twisted by a cocycle o. As mentioned in the Introduction, we want to consider the very general situation where H is an arbitrary Hopf algebra acting weakly on an algebra A and where o is some sort of cocycle from H x H to A. The correct setting for this sort of construction is the following: DEFINITION 4.1. Let H be a Hopf algebra with a weak action on the algebra A, and let o: H x H -* A be a fc-bilinear map. Let A #a H be the (in general nonassociative) algebra (in general without 1) whose underlying vector space is A gfc H and whose multiplication is given by
for all a,b G A, fc, / G H. The element a g fc of A #a H will usually be written a # fc to remind us that H is (weakly) acting on A. The algebra A ffa H is called a crossed product if it is associative with 1 # 1 as identity element. We now determine simple necessary and sufficient conditions on o and the weak action for A #CT H to be a crossed product. 
(2) (twisted module condition) For all h,l G H, a G A we have
(This is our generalization of (0.1).)
PROOF. Suppose A #" H is associative. Then (1) and (2) follow from
respectively, by applying id g £ to both sides (and using the hypothesis on o in the second case only). Conversely, suppose (1) and (2) hold. Let a,b,c G A and h,l,mG H. Then
The first and fifth equalities come from (4.2), the second from (1.1(1)), and the third and fourth from (1) and (2) Let us return for a moment to Sweeder's situation in [24, §8] : H is cocommutative and A is a commutative //-module algebra. Our twisted module condition is then automatically satisfied, and our cocycle condition is equivalent to that of [ Clearly t is normal and it is easy to check that it is a cocycle (both sides of 4.5(1) reduce to
and that the twisted module condition is satisfied (both sides of 4.5(2) reduce to
Thus A #t H is a crossed product. We call t the inner cocycle defined by it.
Corollary 5.4 will show that A #¿ H is algebra isomorphic to A g H. O
Our next objective is to express any Hopf algebra H with Hopf homomorphic image H as a crossed product A #a H, where A is a subalgebra of H. As we shall see, this can be done provided //-►//-> 0 is a split coalgebra sequence.
For the remainder of this section H -^ H -* 0 will be an exact sequence of Hopf morphisms. We may now form A #a H. We shall show that this is a crossed product (and hence that o is a normal cocycle satisfying the twisted module condition) by showing that it is algebra isomorphic to //, certainly an associative algebra, via a map $: A #CT H -► H such that $(1 # Ï) = 1. This will prove the theorem. 14. The first is the group algebra example discussed in the Introduction.
The 7 there is our coalgebra splitting, the weak action there of fcG on kN is just given by (4.15), and the o defined there is just given by (4.16). Moreover, it is easy to check that LHKer n -kN, a Hopf subalgebra of fcG. However by Theorem 4.14, it is still true that H ~ A #CT H.
An explicit example of such a fc, G, L, and p is the following: Let fc be a finite field of characteristic not 2 or 3 containing a primitive cube root w of 1, let G = GL2(fc), and let L -S3. Now kL is algebra isomorphic to fc © fc © M2(fc), this isomorphism <p carrying L into the group generated by (r,-i,(; ;)) -(,,,(; «)).
Note that G is embedded into fc © fc © AÍ2(fc) by x >-> (l,Detx,x) so that ip(G) 2 (p(L). Extending ip linearly we can set p = <p~x o ip. Then fc, G, L, and p satisfy our conditions. D 5. Crossed products and inner actions. We now look more closely at crossed products in the case that the weak action of H on A is inner.
Let A be an algebra, H a Hopf algebra, and it a (convolution) invertible element in Homfc(Z/, A) such that u(l) = 1. Let ipu denote the inner weak action of H on A implemented by it (Lemma 1.4). Lemma 1.13 (2) shows that all inner weak actions are of the form ipu for some such u. Let ipf denote the trivial action.
Let a, t be bilinear maps from H x H to A such that
for fc, l G H. Since it is invertible, this is clearly equivalent to 
where the fourth equality follows from (5.1) together with the invertibility of it.
(2) is a trivial consequence of u(l) -1. 
while the right side is (1) using (5.1) and the invertibility of u. Thus 4.5(2) for (ip\,r) implies 4.5(2) for (ipu,cr), and the converse follows using the invertibility of it.
(4) The left side of 4.
while the right side is
using (5.2) and the invertibility of it. Since 4.5(2) is true for (ipi,r), t(H x H) Ç Z(A), and the right side of 4.5(1) for (ipu,cr) becomes (1) so that this yields 4.5(1) for (ipu,o). Conversely, 4.5(1) for (ipu,<^) yields 4.5(1) for (ipf,r), using the invertibility of u.
(5) follows from (l)- (4) (1) for all h,l G H. Applying id g £ to both sides, we obtain t(h, I) = e(hl)l, so that t is trivial. This yields the second assertion. D Thus once again we obtain Proposition 1.19. The first assertion of Corollary 5.5 was already known for H -fcG (see [16, p. 107] ). The correct setting for the sort of things considered in Theorem 5.3 and its corollaries is the nonabelian cohomology theory of Hopf algebras. This will be taken up in a later paper.
Several times in what follows we will make use of the fact that for any weak action of H on A and any bilinear map o : H x H -> A, the space A #CT H is a right //-comodule algebra via the map p = id g A : A #" H -(A #"H) g H, that is, p satisfies (3) and (4) PROOF. Exactly the same proof given in [4] works here. D Note that the G-grading of B #CT(fcG) is exactly that arising from the right fcG-comodule structure on B #CT (fcG) discussed above. Also note that the proof of duality for coactions of finite groups in [4] does not carry over to the twisted case. EXAMPLE 5.7. Let A = C2(k) as in Example 3.6. In the notation of that example, A = fcT [G] , that is, A -k #T(fcG) with trivial G-action on fc. The Ggrading of A was shown to be inner but not strongly inner. Now (fcG)* acts on A, and we have A # (kG)* ~ fc g AÍ4(fc) = M4(fc) by Proposition 5.6. On the other hand, A g (fcG)* ~ A4 = G2(fc)4, since (fcG)* is a direct sum of four copies of fc. Thus A # (fcG)* eft A g (fcG)* even though the G-grading is inner. G We now turn to possible twisted analogues of Theorem 1.22. First note that since A #<j H is a right //-comodule, it is a left Z/°-module, and one can check that if A #CT H is a crossed product, it is an Z/°-module algebra. Now the direct analogue of Theorem 1.22 is false. For, consider Example 3.6 again. Then fcT[G] = fc #T(fcG), where the action of fcG on fc is trivial and so is certainly strongly inner. However, the action of (fcG)* on fc #T(fcG) is inner and not outer.
It is true in Example 3.6 that the action of (fcG)* on fc #T(fcG) is not strongly inner. This fact can be generalized to general crossed products as follows.
THEOREM 5.8. Let H be a nontrivial residually finite dimensional cocommutative Hopf algebra and let A #" H be a crossed product. If H° is strongly inner on A #" H, then H is outer on A. PROOF. We first show that our weak action is always inner in Endfc //, in fact that X(g ■ b) = (adp(g # 1))A(6) for all g G U, b G H # U. Let h,leH,f,geU. 6. Maschke-type theorems for crossed products. The classical version of Maschke's theorem states that for a finite group G, the group algebra fcG is semisimple if and only if |G|_1 G fc. This has been generalized to crossed products of groups over rings in several ways. Consider A #CT (fcG) = A*G, where |G|_1 G fc. Standard arguments show that if V is a (left) A* G module which is completely reducible as an A-module, then it is completely reducible as an A*G-module (see for example [13] In this section, we first show that Proposition 6.1 extends to crossed products, under the additional hypotheses that H is cocommutative and o is invertible in Homfc(// g //, A). We then consider the semiprimeness question and show that it holds in the following two cases.
(1) Any A # //, provided the action of H is inner. 
To check that A(7-1(fc)v) = 7_1(fc)A(i;), we need the fact that x is a left integral:
that is, xfc = £(fc)x, for all fc G H. It follows that Since H is cocommutative, 7 is invertible and A #CT H = (A # 1)7" X(H) by Lemma 6.2. We may therefore apply Lemma 6.3, to conclude that the map *(v) = 5I'T~1^(1))7r(')'(e(2))î;) (e) is an A #CT //-module map.
We claim that ñ is also a projection of V onto W. For if w G W, then 7r(iz;) -w, and thus 7? = X^'T1(e(i))7rHe(2)M = Y1'1^1^1^2^ = £^w = w-
Thus W has an A #CT //-complement, namely KerTr = (/ -ñ)V. D We can now obtain our version of Maschke's theorem.
COROLLARY 6.5. Let H be a finite dimensional semisimple cocommutative Hopf algebra, and A#a H a crossed product with a invertible.
(1) Let V be a (left) A #CT H-module. If V is completely reducible as an Amodule, then V is completely reducible as an A #a H-module.
(2) If A is semisimple Artinian, so is A #" H.
PROOF. (1) is immediate from Theorem 6.4. Now (2) follows from (1), using the fact that an algebra is semisimple Artinian if and only if every module is completely reducible. D We next consider semisimplicity, when A is not Artinian. For twisted products, the standard method of induced modules works. COROLLARY 6.6. Let H be finite dimensional and semisimple, and A #CT H a crossed product with A a semisimple algebra. Then A #CT H is semisimple in the following cases.
(1) o is trivial and the action of H is inner, This shows that as an A-module, V is isomorphic to A under the left regular representation of A on itself. Now if the characteristic of fc divides the order of G, fcG is not completely reducible as a left G-module. G Despite this example, it is always true that A semisimple implies A # (fcG)* is semisimple, using other methods [4] . We are able to show that A semiprime implies A #" H semiprime in the two cases of Corollary 6.6. Our method is to use the "primitivity machine" of Lorenz and Passman [13] to reduce to the semisimple situation.
If R is any ring with 1, let \\R denote the complete direct product of copies of R indexed over the natural numbers, and let Yl R denote the direct sum. Now define r-Ur/Er and denote the elements of n R by (an). LEMMA 6.8 [13] . The following are equivalent:
(1) S is semiprime, (2) S has no nonzero nil ideals, (3) S is semiprime.
The next lemma was proved in [13] for H = fcG. Clearly A #a H is a crossed product.
The fact that A #"■ H = A #CT H follows by exactly the same argument used by Lorenz and Passman [13] , except that a fixed basis {fci,..., hn} oî H is used instead of the group elements {g | g G G}. G THEOREM 6.10. Let H be finite-dimensional and semisimple, and A #" H a crossed product with A a semiprime algebra. Then A #<, H is semiprime in the following two cases.
(1) a is trivial and the action of H is inner, (2) o is invertible, H is cocommutative, and the action of H is trivial.
